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Source: Jeramy Johnson/Android Central Google Maps is an amazing service that we are lucky to have, but sometimes people want to prevent Google from storing their location data. Despite its obvious usefulness, the fact that Google Maps collects so much personal information makes many people nervous. If you want to know how you
can take control of your location data, we've covered you. There are different ways to take control of your digital privacy and prevent Google from storing your Maps location data. We'll show you all the different ways you can do it from the Google Maps app. Turn on Incognito Mode If you want to temporarily limit your map search, browsing
and location history, consider activating Incognito mode. Here's how to do it. Open the Google Maps app. Tap your avatar icon in the top right corner. Tap Activate Incognito mode. Press Close. Source: Android Central When enabled, incognito mode will not record your browsing or search history from Google Maps, nor will it send you
notifications based on your activity. It won't update or store information about your location history or shared location, and it won't use your incognito activity for any customization within Google Maps. To disable Incognito mode, simply repeat this process and press Turn off Incognito mode. Delete specific location data from your Timeline
Open the Google Maps app. Tap your avatar icon in the top right corner. Tap Your Timeline. Press Let's go. Source: Android Central Tap on the Today view to select the day or days you want to delete the location history for. Press the three-point menu at the top right. Press Delete the Day. Tap Delete to confirm source: Android Central
This is a good option if you don't want to remove specific days or locations from your Google Maps location history. Delete bulk location data from your timeline and location history The best way to prevent Google from storing your location history is to disable this setting. The second best way is to delete your bulk history, manually or
automatically. We'll show you how to do both. Open the Google Maps app. Tap your avatar icon in the top right corner. Tap Settings. Tap Personal Content. From there, you can tap several sections to manage your location history. Tap Location is in progress. Source: Android Central This will take you into the your phone's system. Tap
the switch at the top to disable location sharing. You can re-activate it at any time. Source: Android Central Back in the personal content menu, tap the location history is on. Tap the account you want to manage. Switch location history. A screen will appear, asking you to confirm that you want to pause the location history. Press Pause.
Also or alternatively, press Auto-delete. Source: Android Central Choose how often you want Google to automatically delete your location history and type on this option. Then press Next. Press it. Source: Android Central How to use your data in card cards it seems that there are several different paths to achieve the same result of
restricting or deleting Google's access to your location data, well, that's because there are! The Your Data in Maps section is perhaps the most comprehensive, with FAQs and detailed descriptions of location data collected by Google, why it collects this data, and what your rights and controls are over it. Dive in there and get acquainted
with this section! Open the Google Maps app. Tap your avatar icon in the top right corner. Tap your data in Maps. Source: Android Central Browse through the various sections to learn more. Source: Android Central From here, you can see and delete your location activity, download your map data and learn more about Google's location
practices and policies. How to prevent Google Maps from storing your location on the web All the controls mentioned above for use in the Google Maps app can also be found in Google Maps on the web. That's where you're looking. From your computer's web browser, visit google.com/maps. Click on your avatar in the top right corner.
Source: Android Central Click Manage Your Google Account. Source: Android Central Click Data and customization. Click Timeline in the corner tile at the bottom right. Source: Android Central Click Manage location history in the lower central tile. Source: Android Central Here you have the same location controls that we described above.
Click to switch location history. Click to set up Auto-delete on. Click Manage Activity to remove specific days or trips. Source: Android Central Now, no matter what interface you use, you'll be able to control exactly the location history you share with Google (if any). Our best equipment choices If you need a new smartphone that can take
full advantage of ultra-fast 5G network navigation, take a look at the OnePlus 8. One of the best phones with 5G The OnePlus 8 is essentially a 7T with new specs, 5G, and a larger battery. Even at its higher price, it still represents incredible value. Carl Pendle/Photolibrary/Getty Images Capers are usually located in the same section of
the grocery store as olives and pickles. They are usually bottled in brine water. Capers are aromatic flower buds used as seasoning in many dishes. The buds are dried in the sun and then marinated for preservation. Some stores also sell salt capers in large quantities. Capers are most often used in dishes because they have a slight
lemony flavor to them. They also work well in recipes that call tomatoes and are good for garnishing meat. The capers are prepared by rinsing them thoroughly to remove excess salt. They should be refrigerated after opening to keep them fresh. Many of the credit card offers that appear on the website come from credit card companies
whose ThePointsGuy.com receives compensation. This compensation may affect how and where products appear on this site (including, for example, the order in which they appear). This site does not include all credit cards or all credit card offers available. Please visit our advertising policy page for more information. Editorial Note: The
opinions expressed here are the author's only opinions, not those of a bank, credit card issuer, airline or hotel chain, and have not been reviewed, approved or approved by any of these entities. Justin Sullivan/Getty Images News/Getty Images Costco Warehouses are located not only across the United States, but also worldwide. The
majority of the 50 states and the District of Columbia have at least one Costco location; outside of America, the United Kingdom, Australia, Canada, Spain, Japan, Korea, Mexico, Puerto Rico and Taiwan all have a Costco warehouse. Most Costco locations are located in populated metropolitan areas, responding to middle-class bargain
hunters and business owners seeking an agreement on bulk or specialty purchases. If there is no Costco nearby, check out the website Costco.com for places to come. The company's official website lists new locations in the foot of the website under the Locations and Services header. Click on Places to Come to see the full list.
However, you don't have to live near a Costco retailer to take advantage of its benefits. The store offers online shopping and delivery to members, no matter where they reside. Buyers need a Costco subscription to purchase goods from the company. If you want to see a Costco location open near you, contact the company's corporate
offices by using the email client on Costco's website or by calling their toll-free customer service hotline. In the age of online shopping and smart phones gps, where you locate your store may not seem very important. But still think: Given the ease, and often the savings, associated with web commerce, having a convenient and easy-to-
find location is more essential than ever. Even the latest mapping app can't always deliver customers directly to your door. Despite the collapse in the returns of national chains such as Macy's, Kohl's and Nordstrom, physical stores still command most of the retail dollar. Only 7.5% of retail sales in the first quarter of this year came from e-
commerce, according to the U.S. Census Bureau. The basic requirement of the store, says Steven Burke, a longtime real estate manager who is now a small advisor in Seattle, is that customers can easily find a retail outlet that has what they want, it's easy to say it's open, it's to say it's hot, and welcoming. But where on the map should
the store be placed? It is not enough to list the properties of Scouting. Today, careful research requires a measure of computer analysis and a surprising amount of old-time gumshoe work. This is a two-step operation: TROUVER YOUR CLIENTS A consumer-oriented company should generally be as close as possible to as many of these
customers as possible. If you don't know exactly who your customers are, let them know from a competitor's. Visually studying who enters and exits, taking note of age, age, how they are dressed and what they drive. Use them as income proxies. Then find out how far they are willing to go to shop, called the store's shopping area - using
search databases and sophisticated computer analysis of the neighborhood's demographics. This data, from services like ESRI's Business Analyst Online and EASI Demographics, can tell you how many people with demographic data you're looking for—how old they are, their education and income, their shopping habits, and more—live
in the neighborhood. These digital tools also report how much consumers spend on a specific product or service, and how these features have changed over time. ReferenceUSA can identify your competitors in the region, and what their revenues are. In fact, one way to arrive at a reference to judge potential locations is to analyze the
demographics of a competitor's neighbourhood, perhaps in rings of three, five and 10 miles. These services can be expensive, but local economic development agencies, including small business development centres and many public libraries, will usually run reports for young traders. This saves them both time and expense. With the
data in hand, you can start at home on properties. CHOOSE A ENDROIT Once you've settled on at least three potential locations, the real work begins: making sure the property suits you and your business. Burke says that, well done, a small retailer will spend between three and six months, nailing the details before signing a lease. Here
are some of them: Traffic. Are there enough potential customers who pass through a location to support your business? Which site has the most passers-by? Only a number of vehicles and pedestrians will tell you for sure. Park at a point of view at different times of the day at different days of the week. Note the relevant features. For
example, the owner of a children's clothing store may be on the lookout for minivans or car seats. Visibility. The more customers can see from your store, the better. In a striped mall, this means that the end units are worth the bonus. Companies with an established audience may be able to thrive in the cheaper, but largely hidden, corner
space inside. And new businesses can eventually compensate for a poor space with robust marketing and a greater place on the mall directory sign. Once prospects find the store, they must see that it is both open and welcoming. This, Says Burke, requires only a sign. Drivers should mostly see the lights on and people through the
windows. Nearby stores. A popular anchor tenant is a customer magnet, and a group of stores that market to the same consumer, even if they sell different products, attracts opportunities to all these stores. For high-end retailers in particular, ambience and aesthetics play a role: high-end products require a high-end setting. Real costs. In
addition to the monthly rent, if the landlord intends to charge separately for taxes, insurance and common area (so-called a net triple lease), find out exactly what these fees will be, as well as how much it will cost to rent space on the directory board. Know if the landlord expects tenants to repair — or worse, replace — failing cvc
equipment. And bring in a contractor to estimate the cost of adapting the space to your needs. Parking. Make sure it's easy to drive inside and outside the property and that there's enough parking for your potential store again for different hours and days — more parking monitoring is required. Beware of neighbours, such as restaurants,
who absorb a disproportionate amount of parking at certain times. This also applies to anchor tenants of department stores whose employees use common parking. Insist that the lease specify at least some reserved parking spaces (usually depending on the store share of the total square feet of the property), and perhaps unremarkable
spaces, as well. The old sentence is always appropriate: The three things that matter in the property are location, location, location. Being smart about it is worth the job. Work.
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